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BARCODE :

SK-7

SK-9

SK-5

・Spring-activated blade self-retracts the instant the blade loses contact 
   with the cutting surface.
・High-quality carbon tool steel blade.
・3 different blades can be used for a variety of application.

・Automatic self-retracting blade system.
・Ergonomically designed soft handle made from elastomer resin absorbs 
   shock during cutting works and reduces hand-fatigues.
・High-quality carbon tool steel blade.
・Strong resistance against acetone and acid.

・Compact safety knife with self-retracting blade.
・30g compact body, yet useful enough to open box.
・Enables to disassemble into 5 parts and the blade when 
   disposing as separated refuse for next recycling.

・Self-retracting safety knife with built-in metal pick.
・Handle and blade slider gently curved for comfort.
・Solid metal pick works as a package slitter and carton tucker.

SKB-2

RSKB-2

HOB-2

Spring-activated blade, that automatically retracts after cutting and 
when not in use, reduces injuries in the workplace.

SK-4

SK-4/green
Made from recycled plastic.  

SK-7/green

Also available in 
Environment-Friendly version.

Also available in 
Environment-Friendly version.

Made from recycled plastic.  

6×20

Curved small body 
fits any size hand.

SKB-2

RSKB-2

HOB-2

SKB-2

RSKB-2

HOB-2

SKB-7

0 91511 40062 5

6×20

6×20

6×20

BARCODE : 0 91511 40068 7

BARCODE : 0 91511 40084 7

BARCODE : 0 91511 40090 8

OLFA ENGINEERS TRUSTY TOOLS, 
FEATURING THE ADVANCED MECHANISMS, 
TO PREVENT INJURIES AND DAMAGE.

OLFA ENGINEERS TRUSTY TOOLS, 
FEATURING THE ADVANCED MECHANISMS, 
TO PREVENT INJURIES AND DAMAGE.

Blister

Blister

Blister

Blister



2 posiciones de corte
en la parte superior

The “click” sound 
means the safety 
function is activated.

SK-6

SK-8

SK-10

The built-in safety guard gets activated once the cut begins and 
automatically covers the blade after cutting.

Blade automatically retracts the instant it loses contact with the 
material being cut, even with the engaged blade slider.

※All OLFA safety knives require No tools for blade replacement.  

Guard + 
Rounded Tip

ClickClick

A dedicated cutter for safety unpacking a parcel and a cargo.

・Automatic protection system cannot be overridden 
   even when thumb keeps blade slider engaged.
・Rounded-tip blade to reduce puncture injuries and 
   damage on merchandise inside. 
・Blade cutting depth: 10mm.

・Extra protective safety knife featuring automatic 
   self-retracting blade system.
・Blade specially honed for cutting carton box.

・Stretch-Wrap Cutter designed to avoid unintended cuts.
・Very limited blade exposure.
・Acetone and impact resistant handle.
・4 cutting points on the SKB-10 blade.

Anti-Slip Rubber Grip for perfectly 
controlled cutting operation.

Durable Aluminium Die-Casting 
head for heavy use.

RSKB-2

SKB-8

SKB-10

6×12

6×20

6×20

BARCODE : 0 91511 40079 3

BARCODE : 0 91511 40085 4

BARCODE : 0 91511 90021 7

Blister

Blister

Blister

2 points on back side

Using excessive force to counteract 
the resistant of an inferior blade causes 
more accidents.

Unparalleled superior blade 
sharpness plays a major role 
in safety. 
Using excessive force to counteract 
the resistant of an inferior blade causes 
more accidents.

Unparalleled superior blade 
sharpness plays a major role 
in safety. 
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WARNING
1.   OLFA BLADES are extremely sharp !  Handle with care.
2.   Wear safety goggles and gloves.
3.   Do not immerse or clean in any type of spirits or solvent. 
4.   Dispose of used blade with great care.
5.   Keep out of the reach of children.

INDUSTRIAL PACKAGES

SK-4

SK-7

SK-8

SK-9

SK-10

Most OLFA safety knives are also available with cost-saving-packages.Most OLFA safety knives are also available with cost-saving-packages.

Blade Disposal Cases
DC-2
・As many as 100 pcs. of the SKB-2 or 200 pcs. 
　of the RSKB-2, can be accommodated.
・Top cover can be open wide to store blades. 
・Easy to use.  
・Stored blades can be disposed separately.

DC-4
・As many as 30 pcs. of the SKB-2, or 100 pcs. 
　of the RSKB-2, can be accommodated.
・Simple press and release operation.
・Push-open lid prevents blades from falling out accidentally.
・Suitable to fit in a back pocket.  Loop and 
   peg holes for hanging.
・Stored blades can be disposed separately.

SK-6 or SK-5 in industrial package can be ready, depending on the quantity.SK-6 or SK-5 in industrial package can be ready, depending on the quantity.
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BARCODE : 0 91511 40092 2 INNER BOX : 200 91511 40092 6 CARTON : 600 91511 40092 4

BARCODE : 0 91511 61068 0 INNER BOX : 200 91511 61068 4 CARTON : 600 91511 61068 2

BARCODE : 0 91511 61070 3 INNER BOX : 200 91511 61070 7 CARTON : 600 91511 61070 5

BARCODE : 0 91511 61071 0 INNER BOX : 200 91511 61071 4 CARTON : 600 91511 61071 2

BARCODE : 0 91511 61072 7 INNER BOX : 200 91511 61072 1 CARTON : 600 91511 61072 9

6×20BARCODE : 6×40BARCODE :Paper Box Paper Box
PUSH AND OPEN

0 91511 40066 3 0 91511 40080 9
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